
Box Organizer
compatible with

King of Tokyo

This box organizer is compatible with King of Tokyo and its
expansions.  This is a non-licensed product and all trademarks

and copyrights are properties of their respective owners.

Visit your local gaming store or thebrokentoken.com for
our full line of gaming organizers and accessories.

Assembly Tips and Tricks

Remove parts from the frame by rotating them back and forth until they break 
free.  Trim off any excess wood with a hobby knife.

Gently tap pieces together with a mallet, hammer or other blunt object.

Loose pieces may be assembled with a small amount of glue.  We recommend 
using glue for any removable trays or parts that are handled frequently.

Tight pieces can be sanded or trimmed with a hobby knife to create a better fit.

See more assembly tips and product videos on our website at 
www.thebrokentoken.com or contact us via email at 
contact@thebrokentoken.com.

www.thebrokentoken.com
Twitter: @tbt_gaming

Facebook: thebrokentoken
Instagram: thebrokentoken
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Assembly Instructions

Figure 1
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1.  Assemble the removable tray by attaching pieces P, Q and R to bottom S.  Part P 
should go on the end with the small compartment for tokens. Then attach sides M 
and N. A little glue is good to use on the tray.  (Fig 1)

2.  Start assembling the main box by connecting pieces A and C as shown.  
These form the center supports for the organizer. (Fig 2)

3.  Attach piece O to the slot on the left side of part A.  It should connect on the top 
side of the organizer, opposite of the angled slots. (Fig 2)

4.  Connect side wall D to the left side of part A.  Connect side 
wall E to the right side of part A.  The angled slots should all 
be on the same side of the organizer. (Fig 3)

5.  Attach piece F to the back of the organizer.  You’ll need to align 
parts O and C to fit into the slots within F.  A small strip of tape can be
used to hold the corners together where E and D connect to F.

6.  You can now stand the organizer on its side so that piece F is flat on
the table.  Insert part H, into the slots below the thumb hole in part A.  You can use 
either end of part H. (Fig 4)

7.  Insert part G into the slots to the right of the same thumb hole.  Make sure the 
angled slots are aligned and directly across from the slots on side E. (Fig 4)

8.  Attach the final side B to the front of the box.  Aligning all of the pieces into the 
slots in B can be tricky, but start at one end and work your way to the other end.

9.  Place pieces L and K into the slots in H.  Part L should align with 
the thumb hole in A.

Your organizer is now assembled and can be placed into the 
King of Tokyo box!  Insert the adjustable dividers into the appropriate
slots depending on whether or not your cards are sleeved.

Thank you for purchasing our Broken Token box organizer.  Please 
don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any problems or questions 
concerning this product.

More gaming accessories available at www.thebrokentoken.com.
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